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Art Happenings with
Kailua Village Artists
KAILUA VILLAGE ARTISTS FEATURED
ARTIST IN MARCH IS KATHLEEN JAEGER
Kathleen Jaeger will be introducing pen and ink drawings and
an expanded offering of hand-painted glassware, in addition to
showing new acrylic and mosaic work during her month as the
Featured Artist at the Kailua Village Artists Gallery in March.

Honu Triptych

Her work with pen and ink on paper has evolved into detailed
images of local themes from our Island found on land, sea and
air. She uses either a pointillism or a cross-hatch method to
create the shadings in these drawings. She frequently starts the
piece by drawing a grid behind which she places her image.
Kathleen uses glassware as the canvas upon which to paint her
unique designs. The slick curved surface gives this medium its
own unique challenges. Kathleen uses paints specifically
formulated for work on glass and then sets it with heat, resulting
in a permanent bond.
When working in mosaic, Kathleen uses primarily stained glass
as her tesserae as she creates both wall pieces and threedimensional work. This past year Kathleen's mosaic work has
evolved to include larger scale pieces. She will be showcasing one of these, a Honu Triptych.
Painting with acrylics gives her the opportunity to work in a more spontaneous way than is possible with her
other mediums, resulting in vibrant colors and playful images. It has been said of her work that “They make
me happy!” Kathleen also enjoys the challenge of working on unusual supports for her work, using discards
from friends and family and finding ways to bring beauty and sometimes even a new function into their
existence. Except for a few note cards, no reproductions of Kathleen's work are made; when a theme is
being re-visited, each piece is a unique original with its own personality.
Kathleen holds a BFA from Phillips University and a MsEd in Special Education for Emotionally Disturbed
Children and Youth from the University of Kansas (Go Jayhawks!). She is a registered Art Therapist with the
American Art Therapy Association. With this foundation, she spent her mainland career working within the
public schools teaching art and as art therapist in alternative settings for special needs students, specifically
behaviorally disordered/ emotionally disturbed populations. Upon her retirement she and her husband, Bill,
moved to the Big Island.
To meet the artist, Kathleen Jaeger and learn more about her work, she will be working at the gallery on
Mondays, March 5 and 19, and Tuesday, March 13, 2018.
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More of Kathleen’s Art
Kona Reef glassware set

Kamehameha Butterfly
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Kathleen Carr
Photography

Gigi Goochey
Jewelry

Leslie Munger
Chain Maille Jewelry

Stefanie Culbertson

Betty Gerstner

Watercolors, Digital Design

Hand Painted Porcelain, Watercolors,
Silk Painting

Bill Jaeger

Kathleen Jaeger
Mosaics, Acrylics

Stained Glass

Christal Nylin
Oils

Bob Williams
Acrylic on Paper and Canvas
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Linda Savell
Ceramics, Jewelry

New Acrylic Artist Joins Kailua Village Artists
Robert S. Williams, known to friends as Bob Williams, joined Kailua Village Artists in February. Bob
has been making art for 45 years. Kailua Village Artists Gallery is, at present, the only gallery where
you can find his art.
Bob says, "My current works are acrylic paintings on paper and canvas and are of places that I feel
attachments to. They are areas I tend to spend time in and not just go to paint in. I hope I infuse
my feelings for the places I paint and make my unique process of painting part of the work. I also
paint more personal images that deal with my day to day life. I've included Giclee prints of my
original paintings, so they can be taken home in people's luggage and are more affordable."

KVA’S GUEST ARTISTS
(Artists’ work shown below, from top left horizontally across)

Bill Twibell – Gyotaku
Hugh Jenkins & Stephanie Ross – Glass Blowers
Parker and Debbie Nicholson – Wood Turners
Whitney Steele – Photography
Brad Lewis – Photography
Rachel Baker – Fused Glass
Frank Andrews - Welded Copper
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features an eclectic
display of reasonably priced
original artworks, including
paintings in acrylic, mixed media,
oil, pastel, photography and
watercolor. Fine art prints of the
originals are available. The
gallery hosts a distinguished
display of 3-D art in ceramics,
glassware, jewelry, mosaics,
porcelain, stained glass and
wood work.
The Kailua Village Artists Gallery is a Cooperative organization. The gallery is managed by its members. We
are located at 75-5729 Alii Drive, Suite C-110 in the Kona Marketplace, up the blue walkway just North of
Kakina Lane. The gallery is open every day from 9:30am – 5:30 pm, for more information please call (808)
329-6653.

Find us on FACEBOOK
KAILUA VILLAGE ARTISTS
Kailua Village Artists E-mail:
kailuavillageartists@gmail.com
kailuavillageartists@yahoo.com

Kailua Village Artists Gallery has a booth at the
Third Sunday of each month,
from 1 – 6 pm
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